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Enjoy a thriving, fragrant herb garden and use your harvest to bring beauty, flavor, and health to

your everyday life. Tammi Hartung provides in-depth profiles of 101 popular herbs, including

information on seed selection, planting, maintenance, harvesting, and drying. Hartung also shows

you how to use your herbs in a variety of foods, home remedies, body care products, and crafts.

Whether youâ€™re a seasoned herbalist or planting your first garden, Homegrown Herbs will inspire

you to get the most out of your herbs.Â 
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Infuse your yard with the flavor, fragrance, beauty, and healing power of organic herbs.Whether you

want to work herbs into existing flower or food gardens, grow them in containers, or plant a

dedicated herb garden, Homegrown Herbs is your in-depth guide to everything you need to know

about planting, caring for, harvesting, drying, and using more than 100 herbs.

Tammi Hartung is the author of Cattail Moonshine & Milkweed Medicine, Homegrown Herbs, and

The Wildlife-Friendly Vegetable Gardener. She has been growing and working with herbs for more

than 30 years and is a frequent teacher and lecturer. She and her husband cultivate more than 500

varieties of herbs, heirloom food plants, and perennial seed crops on their organic farm in

Colorado.Drawing on her 40-plus years of studying and teaching about the healing properties of

herbs, Rosemary Gladstar is the best-selling author of Rosemary Gladstarâ€™s Medicinal Herbs: A

Beginnerâ€™s GuideÂ and Rosemary Gladstarâ€™s Herbal Remedies for Vibrant Health.Â She is a



world-renowned educator, activist, and entrepreneur, serving as director of Sage Mountain Herbal

Retreat Center, the International Herb Symposium, and the Womenâ€™s Herbal Conference.

Gladstar is founding president of United Plant Savers, a nonprofit organization dedicated to the

conservation and preservation of native American herbs. She was the original formulator for

Traditional Medicinal herbal teas and currently leads herbal educational adventures around the

world. She lives in East Barre, Vermont.

My 14 year old really wanted a book about herbs so she could make a herb garden this spring. This

book was absoultely perfect for her. There are pictures of herbs inside, there are also very

awesome facts about each type of herb and who to grown them properly. I really enjoyed being

about to share this book with my child and have her excited about learning.

Just finished reading this and as a beginner into the whole homegrown community I highly

recommend this book. Even if you already know a good amount of information having the ability to

look at a plant and match the plant to a picture is a great thing to have. There is so much

information about plants that I didn't even know was out there. Great read and addition to my

inventory of knowledge!!!!

Fabulous book with loads of color photos. There are plenty of recipes and ways to utilize herbs in

everyday living, plus information on planting, growing, harvesting, and propagating herbs. The

books is well-organized, making it easy to dip in and out of when I'm looking for specific information.

The author has also included multiple charts showing which herbs prefer what types of growing

conditions, what herbs are useful for what, their heights and colors, propagation methods, and

more. I love the charts, as they allow me to compare and contrast several different plants easily, as

well as get a quick "sum-up" of the plant's habits, needs, and benefits. A large section of the book is

dedicated to a sort of encyclopedia of herbs, with color pictures and a few columns of information for

each herb.This is a great book for anyone interested in growing their own herbs, whether you're

looking to plant a few kitchen herbs in a pot on the windowsill, or dig up the entire backyard for an

apothecary garden. With garden designs and plenty of information on individual herbs, this is an

excellent handbook.

This book is packed full of information and probably great for someone with a lot of experience. I

purchased it because I wanted information on container herb gardening so was a bit disappointed in



how little that was covered, but overall a great book with tons of information on herbs and gardening

in the yard.

I have been using this book as reference. It does not have every herb I want, but it has been very

helpful for identifying the soil, sun and water needs of many herbs I am able to grow in my zone 5

garden. Other information is not enough detail to be so helpful, but for growing herbs, this has been

a good, quick reference to build on.

I love this book and use it often. The chapters break things down into sections that are easy to refer

back to for quick reference and I love the extensive herb glossary at the back of the book. It's my

go-to resource for "what does this herb do again?" when I'm out and about in the garden.

great book and in great condition . I would order again ....as learned some things from this book

.....my daughter ended up loving this book so...I will be looking for another good deal on this book !

This book is crammed full of very good factual information. It is well set out and a great resource for

anyone who wants to grow herbs.
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